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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a divisibility rule for any prime
number as an engaging problem solving activity for
preservice secondary school mathematics teachers.
INTRODUCTION
My students, preservice secondary school mathemat-
ics teachers holding majors or minors in mathematics
or science, were raised to believe that there were some
"neat" divisibility rules for numbers like 2, 3, 5, 9, 10,
100, some considering the last digit or digits and some
considering the sum of the digits. They have also heard
of some "weird" and totally unuseful divisibility rules
for 7, 11 and maybe even 13. Usually, the former are
introduced, and at times even proved, in junior-high
school. The latter are mentioned briefly without a
proof, or omitted altogether. In the AS (After Sput-
nik) era of growing dependence on calculating ma-
chines, who could possibly be interested in divisibil-
ity rules?
The curiosity of one student generated an interesting
investigation, that I wish to present here. This student
discovered, in fact found on the internet, a divisibil-
ity rule for 7, and wondered why it worked. I blessed
her curiosity and suggested that the class work on it.
The results went far beyond our original intentions: a
divisibility rule for any prime number has been de-
rived and proved. More than the mathematical exer-
cise, I wish to share the exciting mathematical inves-
tigation and experimentation in which the students
engaged.
I will present the results as a problem solving activity
that started with collecting data through observation
and incorporated several rounds of implementing a
"What if Not?" strategy (Brown & Walter, 1990). I will
present the results as students' engagement in gener-
alizing and specializing (Mason, 1985), and will con-
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clude with a brief discussion on the relevance of such
an activity and several ideas for possible extensions.
PROLOGUE
Consider the divisibility rule for 3: A number is divis-
ible by 3 if and only if the sum of its digits is divisible
by 3. Let's prove it for a 4 digit number.
Consider an expanded notation of a 4 digit number
written with digits a, b, c and d from left to right.
1000a + 100b + 10c + d =
= (999a + a) + (99b + b) + (9c + c) + d applying asso-
ciativity and commutativity of addition
= (999a + 99b + 9c) + (a+b+c+d)
The first addend in this sum (999a + 99b + 9c) is al-
ways divisible by 3. The second addend (a+b+c+d) is
the sum of the digits. Therefore the number is divis-
ible by 3 if and only if the sum of its digits is divisible
by 3.
Even though this proof refers to a four digit number,
it gives a general idea how the proof can be extended
to a number with n-digits. The strategy used in this
proof is representing a number as a sum of two ad-
dends. The divisibility of one component is obvious.
The divisibility of the second component determines
the divisibility of the number. A similar strategy will
be applied in the following proofs.
DIVISIBILITY BY 7 - INTRODUCING THE ALGORITHM.
Divisibility of a number by 7 can be determined us-
ing the following recursive algorithm:
1. Multiply the last digit of the number by 2.
2. Subtract the product in (1) from the number ob-
tained by deleting the last digit of the original
number.
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3. Continue steps 1 and 2 until the divisibility of the
number obtained in (2) by 7 is "obvious". The origi-
nal number is divisible by 7 if and only if the num-
ber obtained in step (2) is divisible by 7.
Examples of implementation:
(a) Is 86415 divisible by 7?
86415 8641 - (5x2) = 8631
8631 863 - (1x2) = 861
861 --- > 86 - (lx2)= 84
84 --- > 8 - (4x2) = 0
Yes, 0 is divisible by 7 therefore 86415 is divisible by 7
(b) Is 380247 divisible by 7?
380247 --- > 38024 - (7x2) = 38010
38010 --- > 3801 - (0x2) = 3801
3801 --- > 380 - (1x2) = 378
378 --- > 37 - (8x2) = 21
21 is divisible by 7 and therefore 380247 is divisible
by 7. (We could continue one step further to get a zero).
(c) Is 380245 divisible by 7?
380245 --- > 38024 - (5x2) = 38014
38014 --- > 3801 - (4x2) = 3793
3793 --- > 379 - (3x2) = 373
373 --> 37 - (3x2) = 31
31 is not divisible by 7 and therefore 380247 is not di-
visible by 7.
When examples similar to the above were presented
in class, the immediate response for many students
was a desire to try it out, to carry out the algorithm on
numbers of their choice and verify divisibility with a
calculator. This generated a large body of evidence to
suggest that the algorithm "works". This also gener-
ated two related questions:
• Why does this work?
• Why does this work for 7?
The first question is drawn by the desire to under-
stand the algorithm and to prove that it determines
divisibility by 7 for any natural (or integer) number.
The second question is drawn by the desire to deter-
mine the special place of the number 7 in the algo-
rithm. Specializing on 7 in turn invites generalization:
Does it work for 7 only? Will the algorithm work for
another number? For which numbers will it work?
How can the algorithm be modified to work for an-
other number?
WHAT IF NOT 7?
While experimenting with other numbers, a lucky trial
by one student prompted a conjecture, that exactly
the same algorithm can be applied to determine di-
visibility by 3. This conjecture has been supported by
several examples, however, no other number was
found for which the above algorithm can be applied
to determine divisibility. To encourage further inves-
tigation I suggested the following variation.
DIVISIBILITY BY 19 - VARYING THE ALGORITHM
Divisibility of a number by 19 can be determined by
the following algorithm:
1. Multiply the last digit of the number by 2.
2. Add the product in (1) to the number obtained by
deleting the last digit of the original number.
3. Continue steps 1 and 2 till the divisibility of num-
ber obtained in (2) by 19 is "obvious". The original
number is divisible by 19 if and only if the num-
ber obtained in step (2) is divisible by 19.
Examples of implementation
(a) Is 15276 divisible by 19?
15276 1527 + (6x2) = 1539
1539 153 + (9x2) = 171
171 17 + (lx2) = 19
19 is divisible by 19 and therefore 15276 is divisible
by 19.
(b) Is 12312 divisible by 19?
12312 --- > 1231 + (2x2) = 1235
1235 --- > 123 + (5x2) = 133
133 --- > 13 + (3x2) = 19
19 is divisible by 19 and therefore 12312 is divisible
by 19.
For convenience of reference in further discussion, we
shall name this algorithm a trimming algorithm.
WHY-QUESTIONS TO WONDER
Experimenting with the two variations of the trim-
ming algorithm presented above there are (at least)
two questions that arise: (1) Why is the last digit mul-
tiplied by 2? (2) Why does the algorithm involve sub-
traction in case of 7 and addition in case of 19?
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DIVISIBILITY BY 17 - ANOTHER VARIATION
A different variation on the rimming algorithm can
be used to determine divisibility by 17. In this case
we multiple the last digit by 5 and subtract the prod-
uct from the "trimmed" number.
Examples:
(a) Is 82654 divisible by 17?
82654 8265 - (4x5) = 8245
8245 824 - (5x5) = 799
799 --- > 79 - (9x5) = 34 we may stop here or con-
tinue one step further
34 --- > 3 - (4x5) = -17
Conclusion: 82654 is divisible by 17.
(b) Is 17456 divisible by 17?
17456 --- > 1745 - (6x5) = 1715
1715 171 - (5x5) = 146
146 14 - (6x5) = -16
Conclusion: 17456 is not divisible by 17.
REPHRASING THE WHY-QUESTIONS
The similarities among the three algorithms are obvi-
ous. However, the last variation suggests rewording
of the first question:
(1) How is the multiplier of the last digit of the num-
ber determined? (Why was it 2 in case of 19 and 7
and 5 in case of 17?)
The second question remains basically the same:
(2) Why does the algorithm involve addition in some
cases and subtraction is others?
DIVISIBILITY BY 7 - A SPECIFIC "GENERIC" PROOF
After experimenting with a variety of examples the
students became convinced that the algorithms do
indeed represent a divisibility rule. However, they
were still seen as some magic tricks. The interest in
why (they work) took over from the initial excitement
of how they work.
Let us prove the divisibility algorithm for 7.
Consider any natural number n. If N is the number
obtained from n by deleting the last digit a, we can
always represent n as 1ON+a (Example: 3456 = 10 x
345 + 6) We are interested in connecting our original
number n and the number obtained by the algorithm,
namely, N-2a. In fact, we would like to prove that n is
divisible by 7 if and only if N-2a is divisible by 7.
Applying simple arithmetic we get:
10N + a 10 (N - 2a) + 20a+ a
10 (N - 2a) + 21a
The last addend (21a) is divisible by 7 for any digit a.
Therefore n is divisible by 7 if and only if N-2a is di-
visible by 7. Now we can treat the "new" number (N-
2a) as the number for which divisibility by 7 has to be
established using the same method.
WHAT IF NOT 7?
What if divisibility by a prime number p is in ques-
tion? Separate proofs, similar to the above, can be
developed for a variety of numbers. Inviting students
to develop these proofs and discuss similarities among
them may help in generalizing to attain an algorithm
which determines divisibility of a number by any
prime p.
WHEN P=17
For example, to determine divisibility by 17 we looked
for a number of the form 10k± 1 divisible by 17. We
found 5 1. Therefore k=5. This is the number used in
the trimming algorithm to establish divisibility for 17.
Since 51 has the form 10k + 1, the number obtained in
the algorithm should be of the form N - ka, therefore
the algorithm involves a subtraction of a product of
the last digit by 5.
WHEN P=31
What is divisibility rule for 31? 31 itself differs by 1
from the closest multiple of 10. Therefore k=3 and the
algorithm involves subtraction.
Example:
Is 4185 divisible by 31?
4185 418 - (5x3) = 403
403 40 - (3x3) = 31
Conclusion: Indeed, 4185 is divisible by 31.
WHEN P=13
What is the divisibility rule for 13? We find 39 as a
multiple of 13 that differs by 1 from a multiple closest
of 10. Therefore k--4 and the algorithms involves ad-
dition.
Example:
Is 4173 divisible by 13?
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4173 --- > 417 + (3x4) = 429
429 42 + (9x4) = 78
78 7 + (8x4) = 39
Conclusion: 4173 is divisible by 39.
EXISTENCE PROOF
We believe that so far the why questions (1) and (2)
raised earlier have been answered. Now it is time to
wonder whether it is possible to find an appropriate
trimming algorithm to determine divisibility by any
prime.
The mathematical answer is no. However, the "hu-
man" answer is - almost. Such an algorithm can be
determined for all the primes except 2 and 5. (How-
ever, since 2 and 5 have well known divisibility rules,
we will focus on the other primes.)
The existence of a trimming algorithm for p depends
on the existence of a multiple of p which is larger by 1
or smaller by 1 than a multiple of 10. It is obvious that
such a multiple does not exist for 5 and 2 which are
factors of 10. Let us prove its existence for all other
primes.
Formally, let's prove that for any prime p, p ≠ 2, 5,
there exist natural numbers k and m such that |mp -
10k| =1
Let us consider the last digit x of p. The possibilities
are 1,3,7 or 9, since this digit cannot be even or 5. If x
= 1 or x = 9 the prime itself differs by 1 from the clos-
est multiple of 10. In this case m = 1 and k is deter-
mined accordingly. If x = 3, let m = 3, then the last
digit of mp is 9 and the number mp is smaller than
the closest multiple of 10 by 1. If x = 7, let m = 3, then
the last digit of mp is 1 and the number mp is bigger
than the closest multiple of 10 by 1. Therefore if x=3
orx=7, then m=3 and k is determined accordingly.
In summary, for any prime p, p ≠ 2, 5, it is possible to
determine a divisibility rule based on a trimming al-
gorithm.
NUMBER THEORY CONNECTION
In a Number Theory text (e.g. Long, 1987, p. 98) the
following can be found as an exercise:
(a) If p is a prime and (p, 10) = 1, prove that there
exist integers k and y such that yp = 10k+1.
(b) Let n = 10a + b. If p is a prime with (p, 10) = 1
prove that p/n if and only if p/(a–kb), where k is
determined in (a). However, without a concrete
experience the relationship between this exercise
and divisibility rules may not be apparent to many
students.
FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
In Polya's tradition, the fourth step in problem solv-
ing is "looking back" (Polya, 1988). This involves
searching for alternative solutions or solution paths,
generalizing solutions and exploring situations to
which the problem or the method of solution can be
applied. We have presented one level of looking back
at the problem of divisibility by 7 by exploring the
divisibility algorithm for any prime. Further, "look-
ing back" at the general divisibility rule, we can ex-
tend our investigation by asking several "what if not"
questions.
• What if not primes? Can a similar algorithm be
used or modified to determine divisibility by a
composite number? What properties of primes
were used in our proof? For what composite num-
bers can the algorithm be applied or modified?
• In all the above examples we have chosen the
smallest multiple of p that was bigger by I or
smaller by I than a multiple of 10. However, in
our proof there was no reference to the choice of
the smallest k. So, what if not the smallest? Will
the algorithm still work? In other words, is the
algorithm, for which existence is proved above,
unique?
•  Which familiar divisibility rules can be seen as
special cases of the general algorithm?
A COMMENT ON USEFULNESS
There is a common trend in mathematics education
to focus on "applicable" mathematics, on mathemat-
ics that is related to "real life situations". From this
perspective, there is a danger of labeling divisibility
rules as "unuseful".
I believe that usefulness, together with mathematical
beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. For me, a prob-
lem that attracts students' interest and curiosity, that
generates an engaging investigation, that invites stu-
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dents to make conjectures and test conjecture - is most
useful. I believe that an engaging mathematical in-
vestigation is useful for all learners, and the excite-
ment of mathematical investigation is especially use-
ful for individuals planning for a teaching career. I
hope that my students feel the same.
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One day, a boy named Data was playing with his dog
Variable. Data lived in a magical world called “Num-
ber Land.” Everything revolved around numbers.
People were named after math terms. They used math
to label their houses. All of their jobs revolved around
numbers. Their whole language was made of math
terms.
“Son, come and finish your math chores,” said his
mom, Mrs. Sequence. The Sequence family liked to
keep their numbers or equations in an ordered list.
“Aww, okay Mom,” he answered.
“Use like terms to organize your equation,” com-
manded his mom. The word equation translates to
bedroom in Number Land.
“Okay,” replied Data. His equation looked like this: -
7+n-8n+2=. So he combined like terms and got 2n+2=.
“You’re almost done, but you need to know the value
of n. In this equation, n is equal to 1,” she said.
“Okay, Mom. Then my room is 4,” he replied.
“Good job, honey. That’s correct. Your equation is nice
and organized,” exclaimed Mrs. Sequence.
“Here puppy. Come on Variable, let’s play with my
friend Identity,” said Data. “It’s the funniest thing that
all his Variables are exactly the same as my Variable.
“Can Operation come over too?” asked Data.
“I guess,” said Mrs. Sequence.
“My friend Operation sure knows how to do adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing very well.
When I have friends over, I never invite Operation
and Inverse Operation,” Data explained. “Inverse, as
we call him for short, always excludes Operation from
everything.”
“That’s smart, honey; you sure know a lot of infor-
mation,” exclaimed Mrs. Sequence. So he called Iden-
tity and Operation and asked them to come over. They
arrived five minutes later.
“Come on in you guys. I’ll be right there but first I
want to check the mail.” So Data went to the mailbox
and looked through it and found a letter. He brought
it inside and opened it. “Oh. No. It’s an exponent let-
ter,” he explained as he walked into the house.
“What does it say you have to do?” asked Operation.
“It says that I have to rewrite this letter 34 times or go
to Division Crest to see what’s at the top,” Data yelled.
So the three friends set off to Division Crest. “I won-
der what’s up there,” said Data as they began to climb
the mountain. “Probably the same thing that’s on the
top of every mountain, a peak.” So they hiked all the
way to the top. At the very top, they found a beauti-
ful gleaming stone.
“Oh, my goodness, it’s an emerald!”
“We’re rich!” exclaimed Data.
“According to my calculations, you will now be 5,000.3
times richer,” said Operation.
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